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Introduction

The opioid epidemic in the United States continues to be a public health crisis, evident by an increase in
misuse, overuse, and deaths related to opioid overdose [1]. Increased opioid prescriptions and use in
chronic pain patients adds to this epidemic with 8 to 12% of these patients developing an opioid use
disorder (OUD) [2,3]. Research focused on the association of OUD on postoperative outcomes in
patients undergoing primary lumbar spine laminectomy is lacking. This study aims to observe the impact
of OUD on 1) in-hospital length of stay (LOS), 2) readmission rates, 3) medical complications, and 4)
healthcare expenditures.

Materials and Methods

This study was waived by our Institutional Review Board. A retrospective query was performed using a
nationwide claims database from January 2005 to March 2014 for all patients who underwent lumbar
laminectomy for decompression, yielding a total of 131,635 patients. The study cohort included 3,515
patients with an OUD while 128,120 patients served as the comparison cohort. Multivariate binomial
logistic regression analyses were used to determine the association of OUD on readmission rates and
medical complications whereas Welch’s t- tests were used to compare LOS and healthcare expenditures.
A p value < 0.001 was considered statistically significant.

Results/Case Report

Linear regression demonstrated the number of OUD patients undergoing lumbar spine laminectomy
increased over 3-fold from 317 patients in 2005 to 1,091 patients by the end of the first quarter of
2014 (p<0.0001). Patients with an OUD undergoing lumbar laminectomy had significantly longer in-
hospital LOS (3.68 days vs. 1.13 days, p <0.0001). Readmission rates were significantly higher
(14.57% vs. 7.39%, OR: 1.73, p< 0.0001) in patients who had an OUD. The study cohort was found to
have higher incidence and odds (32.36% vs. 9.76%, OR: 3.53, p <0.0001) of ninety-day medical
complications and total global ninety-day episode of care reimbursement rates ($13,635.81 vs.
$8,131.20, p<0.0001).

Discussion



This study demonstrates OUD to be associated with longer in-hospital LOS, increased rates of ninety-
day readmissions, medical complications, and healthcare expenditures following lumbar spine
laminectomy. Pain management specialists along with spine surgeons should seek to identify patients
with an OUD and determine strategies to optimize patient care in the peri-operative course of lumbar
surgery.
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